Abstract-A magic square of 3×3 and its mult iples i.e. (9×9) squares and so on, of order N are co mposed of (n×n) mat rix having filled with nu mbers in such a way that the totals sum along the ro ws ,colu mns and main diagonals adds up the same. By using a special geometrical figure developed.
I. Introduction
The sum of three or its multip le square nu mbers in all direct ion can be achieved the same (equal) by using a figure starting a nu mber fro m one end to the other end either clockwise or anti clockwise serially using a number once only, we can achieve this easily by p lacing the figures in four different position.
A mag ic square is an n×n matrix filled with the integers in such a way that the sum of the numbers in each row, each colu mn o r d iagonally remain the same, in wh ich one integer is used once only. Magic square and its related classes of integer matrices have been studied extensively and still it is going on. As we know, ancient India is the origin of nu mbers and its properties, then after it spreads all over the world. As ARYA BHATT gave zero (0) to the World.
The interested reader may consult the references there in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . But, the reader can easily extract that there is requirement of knowledge of algebra, number and its properties and many d ifferent branches of mathematics for magic squares.
Here, we start with 3×3 mat rix and with the help of special geometry able to obtain a magic square only having the knowledge of sum and mu ltip licat ion of integers.
II. Theory
For (3×3), any nu mber fifteen (15) or above up to the infinity divisib le by 3 and for (3×3) x (3x3) Three hundred sixty n ine (369) lo west and up to the infin ity, which is divisible by 9 respectively can be achieved as a sum of the numbers of 3×3 squares and 9×9 squares in all d irection the same. By using 9 or 81 numbers serially and using an each number once only as below. 
III. Our Process
For the n ine squares a figure have been devloped which can be put in the n ine square cube and starting by the number got by devuding the sum by three (3) and subtracting a contest of four (4) or munliple of four (4) fro m it such as we want the sum of the numbers of 3×3 square should be 36 in all the direction.
Devide 36 by 3 we get 36 / 3 = 12. We can start by the number 12-4=8 or 12-(4+4) = 4.
The difference beetween the numbers use will be one for subtracting four (4) a constrint and difference of t wo for the subtrating of (4+4) two constraints and so on. We also can have more co mb inetion possible fo r a higher sum required (SR) by subtracting multiples of constraints 4(four) fro m the nu mber obtained by after deviding SR by 3.
Figures have been devloped and if these figures are placed on 3×3 squares or mu ltiples of 3×3 i.e. 9×9 and so on. The sum of all the lines of any block in all direction can be achieved the same by using a number once only.
The figure used in 3×3 or its mu ltiples is given below:- The same method can be used with other numbers having different equal difference beetween them like numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …………… Arthimatical Progression 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, …………… Geomatrical Progression 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, …………… Geomatrical Progression 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, …………… Geomatrical Progression As above 147 One hundred forty seven can be achived with using other numbers also, having different equal difference beetween them, but the subtracting factor will be multiple of constrints that is four (4). To get the sum one hundred and forty seven (147) the following starting numbers and difference will be them will be as :- In these cases the difference beetween the sums will be twelve (12) always and it will always be different for the same series if the starting number is changed like :- The total sum of n ine nu mbers in any comb ination used for a g iven supposed sum remains always the same and is three times the given supposed sum. A mag ical square of (9 × 9) squares, filled with numbers in such a way that the sum of all the lines add up the same in all direct ion vertically, horizentally and digonally using a nu mber once only. Any number Three sixty nine (369) lo west and above upto the infinity which is devisible by 9 (n ine) can be ach ived by placing the develop figure on the block of (9 × 9) squares starting a number got bydividing the (SR) su m required by nine (9) and then subtracting it by 40 (forty) a constraint or mult iples of constant 40. We can easly get the starting number and difference kept beetween the numbers. By placing the figure of (3 × 3) on a block of (9 × 9) squares, nine times in the way shown below :- 
IV. Conclusion
In case of 3 × 3 nine square block the following method may be adopted to get the same sum in all direction. The number procured after deviding the sum required (SR) by three (3) should be kept in centre of the block and subtracting four (4) (constent number) or mu ltip le of four (4) fro m it, to get the starting number and the differnece beetween the numbers used according the number of constrants subtracted. For one constent the differnce beetween nu mbers will be one (1) and two constents it will be two (2) and so on.
For 9 × 9 (81) squares it will be same as above but, the constent number will be forty (40). In this case the lowest sum required (SR) will be 369 (Three hundred sixty nine) and the highest upto the infinity the number should be devisible by nine (9) . It is matter of fu rther investigation towards, its possibilities of fruitfulness in the field of Engineering
